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Abstract

 

We review lesion and neuroimaging evidence on the role of the hippocampus, and other structures, in retention

and retrieval of recent and remote memories. We examine episodic, semantic and spatial memory, and show that

important distinctions exist among different types of these memories and the structures that mediate them. We

argue that retention and retrieval of detailed, vivid autobiographical memories depend on the hippocampal system

no matter how long ago they were acquired. Semantic memories, on the other hand, benefit from hippocampal

contribution for some time before they can be retrieved independently of the hippocampus. Even semantic memories,

however, can have episodic elements associated with them that continue to depend on the hippocampus. Likewise,

we distinguish between experientially detailed spatial memories (akin to episodic memory) and more schematic

memories (akin to semantic memory) that are sufficient for navigation but not for re-experiencing the environment

in which they were acquired. Like their episodic and semantic counterparts, the former type of spatial memory is

dependent on the hippocampus no matter how long ago it was acquired, whereas the latter can survive inde-

pendently of the hippocampus and is represented in extra-hippocampal structures. In short, the evidence reviewed

suggests strongly that the function of the hippocampus (and possibly that of related limbic structures) is to help

encode, retain, and retrieve 

 

experiences

 

, no matter how long ago the events comprising the experience occurred,

and no matter whether the memories are episodic or spatial. We conclude that the evidence favours a multiple

trace theory (MTT) of memory over two other models: (1) traditional consolidation models which posit that the

hippocampus is a time-limited memory structure for all forms of memory; and (2) versions of cognitive map theory

which posit that the hippocampus is needed for representing all forms of allocentric space in memory.
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‘The fixing of an impression depends on a physiological

process. It takes time for an impression to become so

fixed that it can be reproduced after a long interval; for

it to become part of the permanent store of memory

considerable time may be necessary. This we may sup-

pose is not merely a process of making a permanent
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impression upon the nerve cells, but also a process of

association, of organization of the new impressions

with the old ones.’ Burnham (1904), p. 128.

Though writing in 1904, Burnham could already draw

on a substantial literature on the nature of memory

that had accumulated during what Rozin (1976) called

‘The Golden Age’ of memory research at the turn of

the 20th century. It was then that the scientific study

of memory began. Many of the problems confronting

memory researchers were identified and programs of

research to address those problems were outlined and

initiated. The term ‘consolidation’ was introduced at

that time by Müller & Pilzecker (1900) to describe a

time-dependent process needed to assimilate an expe-

rience and store it permanently as a memory which is

relatively immune to disruption. Integrating what was

known at that time, Burnham identified two processes

implicated in consolidation: (1) a physiological or bio-

chemical process needed for formation and storage of

a memory trace or 

 

engram

 

 (Semon, 1922, cited in

Schacter et al. 1978); and (2) a psychological process

needed to assimilate the newly acquired memory into

an already existing body of knowledge, and to allow it,

in turn, to influence what will be learned subsequently.

Elucidating these processes remains at the heart of

research on memory and consolidation, and will be the

focus of this paper. In particular, we wish to examine

three types of memory – autobiographical, semantic

and spatial – and investigate what studies of remote

memory can tell us about the neural substrates mediat-

ing them, and how they may be modified with time. In

doing so, we hope to unify episodic, semantic and

spatial memory in a single framework that accounts

for similarities and differences between them.

The modern era of research into the neural substrates

of memory was ushered in by Scoville & Milner’s publi-

cation on the effects of excision of the anterior and

medial temporal lobes bilaterally to control intractable

epilepsy in a single patient, H.M. (Scoville & Milner,

1957). The excision included large portions of the

 

hippocampal complex

 

 (see also Corkin et al. 1997),

whose terminology can be quite confusing (see Figs 1

and 2). The 

 

hippocampus proper

 

 includes the CA fields

and dentate gyrus. The 

 

hippocampal formation

 

 includes

the 

 

hippocampus proper

 

 and also incorporates the

subiculum; the 

 

hippocampal complex

 

 further includes

the parahippocampal region, which incorporates the

entorhinal, the perirhinal and the parahippocampal

cortices. Though the surgery was effective in control-

ling his epilepsy, one of its unanticipated consequences

was that H.M. became profoundly amnesic, while

retaining his intelligence, perceptual and motor func-

tions. The memory loss characterizing his amnesia was

Fig. 1 Left panel: Medial temporal lobe structures and their connections viewed from the side (saggital section). (Adapted 
from Blumenfeld, 2002.) Right panel: Medial temporal lobe structures viewed from the underside of the brain. A, amygdala; 
E, entorhinal cortex; H, hippocampus; PH, parahippocampal cortex; PR, perirhinal cortex.
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typical of that observed in other patients with medial

temporal lobe damage who were studied subsequently,

and in many people with organic amnesia of different

etiologies that affected mid-line thalamic nuclei (see

Aggleton & Brown, 1999; Fig. 2). Though lacking

substantial portions of the medial temporal lobes or

crucial diencephalic nuclei, these individuals had normal

short-term memory, as measured by a number of tests,

including digit-span performance that involves repeat-

ing back a series of numbers. Similarly, it was reported

that deficits in remote memory were limited to

retrieval of events within the past few years, suggest-

ing that older memories, both autobiographical and

semantic, were stored, and could be retrieved readily,

without the medial temporal lobes (Milner, 1966;

Corkin, 1984). These observations were interpreted as

showing that the medial temporal lobes and related

diencepahlic structures were not involved in processing

short-term memories or in storing remote memories.

Instead, their function was to help consolidate memo-

ries in other brain regions, and to encode, store and

retrieve them until consolidation was complete

(Squire, 1992). The standard model of consolidation

was based on these initial observations and has been

modified little since then (for a brief review of amnesia,

see Milner et al. 1998; Moscovitch, 2001).

Evidence accumulated in recent years, however, has

not always been consistent with the standard model of

consolidation; nor, in retrospect, is some of the older

evidence (see Corkin, 2002; Steinvorth et al. 2005 for an

update on H.M. and the initial descriptions of remote

memory loss in Penfield & Milner, 1958, and the review

by Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997). Neuroanatomical and

functional considerations are at the core of the discrep-

ancy concerning consolidation and the representation

of remote memories in the brain. To help the reader

appreciate better the recent developments and the

debate concerning both consolidation and remote

memory, the standard model is presented and critically

reviewed briefly. It is then compared with an alterna-

tive, multiple trace theory (MTT), against the neuropsy-

chological evidence from studies in patients with focal

lesions or degenerative disorders, and from functional

neuroimaging studies in people who are neurologically

intact (for a fuller exposition, see Moscovitch, 2001;

Moscovitch et al. 2005).

Fig. 2 The hippocampal-diencepahalic 
systems showing connections between 
medial temporal structures and 
diencepahlic (thalamic) nuclei and 
frontal lobes. Solid lines show the 
extended hippocampal system, 
presumed to mediate recollection, 
and dotted lines show the extended 
perirhinal system, presumed to mediate 
familiarity. (Modified from Aggleton & 
Brown, 1999.)
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The standard model of consolidation

 

According to the standard model (Squire & Alvarez, 1995;

Dudai, 2004; McGaugh, 2000), memory consolidation

begins when information, registered initially in the

neocortex, is integrated by the hippocampal complex/

medial temporal lobes (HC/MTL) and related structures

in the diencephalon to form a memory trace that con-

sists of an ensemble of bound hippocampal complex–

neocortical neurons (Moscovitch, 1995, 2000). This

initial binding into a memory trace involves short-term

processes, the first of which may be completed within

seconds and the last of which may be completed within

minutes or, at most, days. We refer to the latter as

 

rapid or synaptic consolidation

 

 or 

 

cohesion

 

 (Moscovitch,

1995; Dudai, 2004). The existence of rapid consolida-

tion is not in dispute. Indeed, much has been learned

about its cellular and neurochemical (molecular) basis,

which seem to be similar across species and across

different memory systems in the same species. Excellent,

brief reviews of this topic can be found in Kandel (2001)

and McGaugh (2000, 2004) and will not be considered

further in this paper.

A process of 

 

prolonged

 

 or 

 

system consolidation

 

(Burnham, 1904; Dudai, 2004; Frankland & Bontempi,

2005) is then believed to occur, which may last for

months and even decades. According to the standard

model, during this process, the HC/MTL and related

structures are needed for storage and recovery of the

memory trace, but their contribution diminishes as

consolidation proceeds, until the neocortex (and possibly

other extra-hippocampal structures) alone is capable of

sustaining the permanent memory trace and mediating

its retrieval. Thus, the HC/MTL and related structures are

considered by the standard model to be temporary

memory systems, needed to store and retrieve memories

only until prolonged consolidation is complete. The time

it takes for consolidation to be complete corresponds to

the temporal extent of retrograde amnesia following

lesions of the HC/MTL and diencephalon, other insults

(concussions, closed head injuries or electrical currents),

or the administration of pharmacological agents that

disrupt memory permanently.

In contrast to rapid consolidation, not only are we far

from understanding the mechanisms mediating pro-

longed consolidation, which includes the psychological

processes that Burnham and others (Squire et al. 1984)

emphasized but, as we shall see, the very existence

of this process is in doubt, at least for some types of

memory. In the 1960s, the outlines of the central debate

concerning the validity of the standard model already

were crystallized clearly in work with amnesic patients

(Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1970; Warrington & Sanders,

1971). The debate continues to centre on the following

four questions. (1) What types of memory are implicated?

(2) Which neuroanatomical structures in the medial

temporal lobes and diencephalon are involved? (3) What

is the extent and duration of retrograde amnesia, and,

by implication, of consolidation, and how is it affected

by lesion location and memory type? (4) What other

structures outside the medial temporal lobe and

diencephalon contribute to retention and retrieval of

remote memory? The first two questions presuppose

the existence of different memory systems with different

rules of operation and different neuroanatomical

substrates. We will deal with the first two questions in

turn, and the third and fourth will be addressed in the

course of discussing the first two.

 

Memory types and their neuroanatomical 
substrates

 

Explicit and implicit memory

 

One of the major discoveries of memory researchers in

the latter part of the 20th century, arguably a second

‘Golden Age’ of memory research, is that memory is not

unitary but consists of various types, each influenced by

different variables, governed by different principles,

possibly concerned with different materials, and each

mediated by different neural structures and mechanisms

that form distinguishable, and dissociable, systems

(see Milner et al. 1968; Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1970;

Milner, 1974; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Weiskrantz, 1980;

Cermak, 1982; Moscovitch, 1992, 2001; Schacter & Tulving,

1994; Tulving & Craik, 2000). Two broad classes of memory

were identified: 

 

explicit memory

 

, which refers to con-

scious recollection of experiences and facts (sometimes

called 

 

declarative memory

 

; Cohen & Squire, 1980; Squire,

1992); and 

 

implicit or nondeclarative memory

 

 (Schacter,

1987), which is memory without awareness that is

revealed by the effects of prior experience on behav-

iour without the individual consciously retrieving the

memory or even being aware of having it. Examples of

implicit memory are: perceiving a picture or a face more

quickly after it was seen, though the person may deny that

the face or word was familiar (perceptual priming); learn-

ing a repeated, complex motor sequence, even though
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the individual may not be aware of the sequence or that

it was repeated (procedural memory); or learning to form

conditioned responses, though the individual may not be

aware of the stimuli controlling the response (condition-

ing; see Moscovitch et al. 1993; Roediger & McDermott

1993).

Whereas the HC/MTL is crucial for explicit memory,

it is not needed for implicit memory. Many, if not all,

types of implicit memory can be acquired, retained and

retrieved normally even by people who are profoundly

amnesic as a result of HC/MTL or diencephalic damage.

It is believed that implicit memory is mediated by the

neural structures involved in acquiring information, such

as the posterior neocortex for perception of objects, faces

and words such and the basal ganglia for execution of

motor sequences (for reviews, see Tulving & Schacter,

1990; Moscovitch et al. 1993; Schacter & Buckner, 1998;

Wiggs & Martin, 1998; Schacter & Badgaiyan, 2001;

Schacter et al. 2004). Because we know little about

prolonged consolidation effects in implicit memory, our

discussion will be restricted to explicit memory.

 

Explicit memory: functional distinctions between 

episodic memory, familiarity and semantic memory

 

Explicit memory is itself divisible into two types: episodic

and semantic (Tulving, 1972). 

 

Episodic memory

 

 refers

to memory for particular autobiographical episodes

or specific events in the life of the individual, which

includes information about both the content of the

experience and the spatial and temporal context in which

it occurred. Having such a memory entails a detailed re-

experiencing of the initial event, effectively allowing

one to travel mentally back in time (Tulving, 1985). In

studies of anterograde memory, episodic memory is

assessed by tests of 

 

recollection

 

, which refers to repre-

sentation of past experiences and includes not only the

content of those experiences but also their spatial-

temporal context, all of which, Tulving (1985) proposed,

depends on autonoetic consciousness (consciousness

with the self in it). Building on Tulving’s distinction,

Moscovitch (1995, 2000) emphasized that episodic memory

also includes the 

 

conscious experience

 

 accompanying

the episode. Put succinctly, episodic memory refers to

memory of the 

 

experience

 

 of the event, of which

conscious awareness is a part.

 

Semantic memory

 

 refers to the noncontextual

content of experience, or knowledge about the world

acquired during experience, which contributes to the

formation and long-term representation of concepts,

categories, facts, word meanings, and so on. It even

includes knowledge about ourselves (where we were

born, where we lived, who our friends were, what

schools we attended, what jobs we held), what some

have called 

 

personal semantics

 

 (Cermak & O’Connor,

1983; Kopelman et al. 1989) to distinguish this memory

from that for autobiographical episodes (for a discussion

and examples of different tests used to assess different

types of memory, see Kopelman et al. 1989; Moscovitch

et al. 1999; Fujii et al. 2000; Nadel & Moscovitch, 2001).

Unlike episodic, autobiographical memory, semantic

memory is associated only with noetic consciousness,

which is consciousness of knowledge without a sense

of self and experience accompanying it.

A third type of memory, 

 

familiarity

 

, shares attributes

with episodic and semantic memory. It refers to memory

of stimuli, rather than of events, which one recognizes

as familiar but for which one has no recollection of the

context in which the stimuli occurred, as happens when

one encounters a person who is familiar without being

able to place the person. Like semantic memory, famili-

arity is associated with noetic consciousness. Following

Tulving’s proposal, which itself builds on earlier work

by Atkinson & Juola (1973) and Mandler (1980) on tests

of anterograde memory, familiarity is assessed by

recognition devoid of recollection. Since Tulving’s

initial proposal, a number of procedures have been

used to distinguish recollection from familiarity in tests

of anterograde memory, each having its own virtues

and liabilities, but all share the assumption that differ-

ent processes and, possibly representations, distinguish

the two types of memory (for review and critique, see

Yonelinas, 2002 and Rotello et al. 2004).

 

Neuroanatomical substrates associated with different 

types of explicit memory

 

Developments concerning the functional properties of

types of anterograde memory were accompanied by

advances in our appreciation of the neural substrates

mediating them. After reviewing the effects of lesions

to different parts of the hippocampal complex, and the

thalamic structures with which they are associated,

Aggleton & Brown (1999), building on earlier proposals

by Eichenbaum et al. (1994), proposed a division into

two systems. One system, consisting of the hippocam-

pus and its connections to the mammillary bodies and

anterior thalamic nuclei (the extended hippocampal
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system), is presumed to mediate recollection relying on

relational information, including the temporal–spatial

context of the memory (see Figs 1 and 2). Damage to this

system causes deficits in spatial memory and in memory

for relational information that typifies memory for auto-

biographical episodes, but spares recognition based only

on familiarity (Aggleton et al. 2000; Holdstock et al. 2002a;

Mayes et al. 2003, 2004; D. Moscovitch & McAndrews, 2002;

Yonelinas, 2002; Yonelinas et al. 2002).

The other system, consisting of the perirhinal cortex

and its connections to the dorsomedial nucleus of the

thalamus (the extended perirhinal system), is necessary

for item recognition based on familiarity which does not

require access to spatial-temporal context (see Fig. 2).

Damage to this system will impair recognition even of

single items (Aggleton et al. 2000). The parahippocampal

cortex seems to be necessary for forming memories of

places (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al. 1999,

2003) or of associating objects with particular locations

(Owen et al. 1996a,b), and may provide the allocentric,

spatial framework for recollection (O’Keefe & Nadel,

1978; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997; Burgess et al. 2001, 2002;

Rosenbaum et al. 2004a).

Semantic memory, on the other hand, does not depend

on medial temporal and diencephalic structures, though

it may benefit from them at acquisition; rather, semantic

memory is mediated by a network of posterior and anterior

neocortical structures, depending on the particular

attributes of the memory. Typically, the structures

mediating semantic memory include the lateral and

anterior temporal cortex, and ventro-lateral prefrontal

cortex, usually on the left (for reviews, see Graham

et al. 1999; Tranel et al. 1997; Martin & Chao, 2001;

Thompson-Schill, 2003).

 

Functional distinctions and neuroanatomical 

substrates of remote memory

 

Of all of these types of memory, only the investigation

of semantic memory seems to be concerned with infor-

mation acquired outside the laboratory. Semantic memory

refers to one’s general knowledge, which is presumed

to be entrenched before laboratory investigation of it

begins. There is general agreement that semantic memory

can survive HC/MTL damage (see Moscovitch et al. 2005),

though it initially may benefit from the contribution of

those structures. What is disputed is whether episodic

memory, either autobiographical or only familiarity-based,

is dependent permanently or only temporarily (until

consolidation is complete) on the HC/MTL. Put another

way, do the structures implicated in recollection and

familiarity for anterograde memory retain their

function for remote memory, or do they relinquish

their support once consolidation is complete, with the

 

very same

 

 memories becoming represented only in

neocortex?

 

Spatial memory: distinguishing between detailed 

(episodic) and schematic (semantic) spatial memory

 

Spatial memory sometimes is considered in the context

of episodic memory (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Burgess

et al. 2002), but rarely in the context of semantic mem-

ory, because it seems to be orthogonal to this category.

For the purposes of this paper, however, we will divide

spatial memory into categories analogous to those in

explicit memory, to see what can be gained from such

a classification. We propose that it is useful to distinguish

between those spatial memories that consist of 

 

detailed

perceptual–spatial representations

 

 of experienced

environments (corresponding to episodic, autobiographical

memory) and those that consist of 

 

schematic represen-

tations of the topography

 

 (corresponding to semantic

memory). The detailed representations consist not only

of allocentric and egocentric information about routes

and maps of the environment and of the location of major

landmarks, that is the topography of the environment,

but also of the appearance of the elements of which the

environment is comprised, such as houses, parks, lawns,

fields, hills, and so on. Such detailed representations

effectively consist of vividly remembered routes and

scenes which would allow one to re-experience the

environment as one takes a mental walk through it, a

spatial analogue of mental time travel, and to recog-

nize its various attributes on formal tests. By contrast,

schematic, topographical representations or cognitive

maps are sufficient to allow one to navigate in the

environment and recognize only those features which

provide salient cues for navigation, without supporting

a rich representation and re-experiencing of the envi-

ronment, or even recognition of elements not crucial

for navigation (see Rosenbaum et al. 2000, 2001 for earlier

versions of this view, and Rosenbaum et al. 2004a, 2005).

For ease of exposition, we refer to the perceptually or

experientially detailed representations as 

 

detailed or

vivid spatial memories

 

, which captures the experiential

component in addition to details, and to the schematic

representations as 

 

schematic spatial memories

 

.
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There is general agreement that the HC/MTL is

needed for acquisition of allocentric spatial memory,

whether detailed or schematic (Burgess et al. 2002),

but there has been little research on whether the HC/

MTL is needed for retention and retrieval of remote

spatial memories of either type. The evidence we

review suggests, as with autobiographical memory,

that schematic (semantic) spatial memories can survive

damage to HC/MTL, but that perceptually detailed

(episodic) spatial memories cannot.

 

The MTL, neocortex and predictions based on 
the standard model: retrograde amnesia is 
equivalent across all memory types

 

According to the standard model of consolidation, no

distinction is drawn with respect to consolidation

among different types of explicit memory, be they

spatial or nonspatial, episodic or semantic, recollective

or familiar (Squire & Zola, 1998; Squire et al. 2004) – all

are dependent on the HC/MTL for the duration of the

consolidation period, after which they can be retained

and retrieved independently of it. Thus, damage to the

HC/MTL and diencephalon leads to a graded, tempo-

rally limited retrograde amnesia for both episodic and

semantic memory, whether autobiographical or spa-

tial. Memories acquired most recently are most severely

affected, with more remote memories being retained

normally, having been fully consolidated before

the insult (see Squire, 1992; Squire & Alvarez, 1995). The

data, however, do not consistently support the model.

 

Problems with the standard model: retrograde 

amnesia for episodic (including spatial) memory is 

prolonged and for semantic (including spatial) 

memory is relatively preserved

 

The standard model of consolidation had been challenged

by Warrington and colleagues, who showed that retro-

grade amnesia can be severe and of long duration fol-

lowing HC/MTL lesions (Warrington & Sanders, 1971;

Warrington & McCarthy, 1988; Warrington, 1996).

Kinsbourne & Wood (1975) suggested that retrograde

amnesia is a deficit only of episodic (autobiographical)

memory, which affects recent and remote memory

equally. Although few endorsed their ideas at the time (see

Moscovitch, 1982; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997; Fujii et al.

2000; Nadel et al. 2000, 2003), recent reviews revitalized

them, and argued that the evidence favoured them.

Nadel & Moscovitch identified a number of problems

with the standard model, both with respect to the

types of memory that are affected, and with the dura-

tion and extent of retrograde amnesia. They noted

that retrograde amnesia varied with memory type,

decreasing in severity and extent from the autobio-

graphical to the semantic. Retrograde amnesia for epi-

sodic memory, the details of autobiographical events,

after large medial temporal (or diencepahlic) lesions

can extend for decades, or even a lifetime, far longer

than it would be biologically plausible for a consolida-

tion process to last. Retrograde amnesia for semantic

memory, however, is less extensive and often is tempo-

rally graded as is the case for memory of public events

and personalities, and even more so for vocabulary and

for facts about the world and oneself (personal seman-

tics; Fujii et al. 2000; see also Kapur, 1999 for an exten-

sive review of retrograde amnesia). Thus, contrary to

the standard model, nonspatial semantic and episodic

memories are affected differently by lesions producing

retrograde amnesia (see Warrington, 1996). As we see

below (see section on 

 

Spatial Memory

 

, pp. 54–59), the

same is true of spatial memory.

 

Multiple trace theory: an alternative to the 
standard model

 

To account for this evidence, Nadel & Moscovitch

(1997) proposed a multiple trace theory (MTT) of

memory. According to this theory, the hippocampal

complex (and possibly the diencephalon) rapidly and

obligatorily encodes all information that is attended

(consciously apprehended; Moscovitch & Umiltà, 1990;

Moscovitch, 1992) and binds the neocortical (and

other) neurons that represent that experience into

a memory trace. This information is sparsely encoded

in a distributed network of hippocampal complex

neurons that act as a pointer, or index, to the neurons

representing the attended information (Teyler &

DiScenna, 1986). A memory trace of an episode, there-

fore, consists of a bound ensemble of neocortical and

HC/MTL (and possibly diencephalic) neurons which

represent a memory of the consciously experienced

event. As noted earlier, formation and consolidation

of these traces, or cohesion (Moscovitch, 1995), is rela-

tively rapid, lasting on the order of seconds or at most

days.

In this model, there is no prolonged consolidation

process, as the standard model asserts, that slowly
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strengthens the neocortical component of the memory

trace, so that with time the trace becomes independent

of the HC/MTL. Instead, each time an old memory is

retrieved, a new hippocampally mediated trace is

created so that old memories are represented by more

or stronger HC/MTL–neocortical traces than are new

ones and, therefore, are less susceptible to disruption

from brain damage than are more recent memories.

Because the memory trace for autobiographical epi-

sodes is distributed in the HC, the extent and severity of

retrograde amnesia, and perhaps the slope of the gra-

dient, are related to the extent and location of damage

to the extended hippocampal system.

Whereas each autobiographical memory trace is

unique, the creation of multiple, related traces facilit-

ates the extraction of the neocortically mediated

information common among them, and which is

shared with other episodes. This information is then

integrated with pre-existing knowledge to form

semantic memories that can exist independently of

the HC/MTL. Thus, knowledge about the world, about

people and events acquired in the context of a specific

episode is separated from the episode and ultimately

stored independently of it. This process of increased

 

semanticization

 

 with experience and retrieval over

time may give the impression of prolonged consolida-

tion of the original trace (see section on 

 

Semantic

Memory

 

, pp. 51–54). Without a well-functioning

hippocampal system, acquisition of semantic memory is

slow and effortful, at least in adulthood. It is possible,

however, that in childhood, structures mediating

semantic memory, such as those involved in language

learning, can form new representations easily without

benefit of the hippocampus (Vargha-Khadem et al.

1997).

With respect to spatial memory, the issue is whether

the hippocampus is crucial for retention and retrieval

of allocentric, spatial information, no matter how long

ago it was acquired. According to cognitive map

theory, the hippocampus is crucial, and it provides the

spatial context of autobiographical memory. Another

view, less consistent with the initial formulation of

cognitive map theory, but quite compatible with

MTT, is that only detailed, episodic spatial information,

directly linked to the re-experiencing of an event, is

mediated by the hippocampus. Generic allocentric

spatial information necessary for navigation, what we

have termed schematic (semantic) spatial memory, is

mediated initially by the hippocampus, but like other

forms of semantic memory, can exist independently of

it once the memory has been assimilated.

 

Differences between MTT and the standard 
model: neuroanatomical and functional 
considerations

 

Episodic (nonspatial) memory and the role of the HC/

MTL and related structures

 

Defenders of the standard model argue that lesion

location and size, as much as type and test of memory,

need to be taken into account in considering the extent

and severity of retrograde amnesia. The initial studies

on retrograde amnesia (Scoville & Milner, 1957; Penfield

& Milner, 1958; Milner, 1966; Mair et al. 1979) implicated

the HC/MTL and diencephalon (see Figs 1 and 2). The

focus of attention, however, shifted quickly to the

hippocampal formation, and then to the hippocampus

itself (Squire, 1975, 1992; Squire et al. 1984). The cur-

rent position is that temporally limited memory applies

only to the hippocampus and that permanent memo-

ries are consolidated either in the adjacent regions of the

HC/MTL or in the lateral temporal neocortex (Rempel-

Clower et al. 1996; Reed & Squire, 1998; Squire & Zola,

1998; Bayley et al. 2003; Manns et al. 2003).

The evidence, reviewed by Nadel, Moscovitch and

their colleagues (Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997; Fujii et al.

2000; Nadel et al. 2003), favoured the older idea that

the entire HC/MTL region is implicated in retention

and retrieval of remote memory. They noted that the

extent and severity of retrograde amnesia depended

on the size of the medial temporal lesion: the larger

the lesion, the greater the loss. As importantly, Nadel

& Moscovitch distinguished among different types of

explicit memory, with episodic, autobiographical mem-

ory being the most severely affected, and semantic

memory, the least. Given the multifaceted nature of

episodic memory in general, and autobiographical

episodes in particular, Nadel & Moscovitch (1997, 1998)

suggested that each of the various regions of the

medial temporal lobe may contribute its own informa-

tion to the complete, detailed memory of an event,

although they left the precise formulation vague. As

we have learned more about the separate functions of

medial temporal regions (Aggleton & Brown, 1999), it

may make sense to consider the possibility that each of

them is involved in retention and retrieval of those

aspects of an event which they specifically process
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(Gilboa, 2004a; Gilboa et al. 2005 submitted). Thus, for

remote memory, as for anterograde memory, recollection

of autobiographical episodes, the full re-experiencing

of an event, will always depend on the hippocampus.

Recognition of objects based on familiarity, and

generic personal memories, can survive hippocampal

damage, but not damage to perirhinal cortex, whereas

recognition of aspects of places will be impaired

following parahippocampal gyrus lesions, and of

emotions, following amygdala lesions. In addition, in

recollecting an autobiographical episode, damage to

these structures should lead to loss of the information

mediated by these extra-hippocampal structures.

 

Semantic (nonspatial) memory: neocortical–

hippocampal interactions

 

Semantic memory

 

, on the other hand, depends on neo-

cortical structures that are sufficient to form domain-

specific and semantic representations based on

regularities extracted from repeated experiences with

words, objects, people and environments (Westmacott

et al. 2001; Rosenbaum et al. 2004a). This applies even

to autobiographical episodes one recollects repeat-

edly, thereby creating a gist of each episode which

lacks the details that makes rich re-experiencing possi-

ble. The MTL system may aid in the initial formation of

these neocortical representations (Nadel & Moscovitch,

1997), but, once formed, they can exist on their own

(Fujii et al. 2000). Because autobiographical memory

consists of a hierarchical structure which includes

generic semantic information, as well as event-specific

information (for more detail, see Conway & Fthenaki,

2000; Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000), damage to

neocortex may impair the semantic aspects of auto-

biographical memory, leaving the perceptual, event-

specific information intact, just as is the case for

anterograde memory (see Graham et al. 1999, 2000).

In these respects, MTT and traditional consolidation

theory are in agreement. Where they diverge is with

regard to the autobiographical residue of semantic

memory. Just as autobiographical memories have

semantic components, so purportedly semantic memo-

ries may have autobiographical components associated

with them which can influence performance on seman-

tic tests. For example, we may not only know informa-

tion about a famous person, such as that John Kennedy

was an American President who was assassinated, or

that Princess Diana was a member of the British Royal

family who was killed in a car accident, but we also

have autobiographical memories associated with

them, such as where we were and how we felt when

we heard of their deaths (Westmacott & Moscovitch,

2003). When making ostensible semantic decisions

about these people, such as fame judgments, or even

reading their names, the episodic component influences

performance. According to traditional consolidation

theory, these autobiographical components of semantic

memory, like the semantic components themselves,

are mediated by neocortex once consolidation is com-

plete. MTT, on the other hand, maintains that these

autobiographical components continue to rely on the

hippocampus for retention and retrieval.

 

Allocentric spatial memory: is the hippocampus always 

necessary?

 

MTT and the standard model also make different pre-

dictions regarding spatial memory. According to MTT,

but not consolidation theory, re-experiencing detailed,

event-specific spatial aspects of an autobiographical

episode, or spatial-perceptual features contained within

an environment that are incidental to navigating in it,

requires the hippocampus no matter how long ago the

memory was acquired. Consolidation theory predicts

that all forms of allocentric spatial information, crucial

for navigation in familiar environments, can be retained

if the hippocampal lesion occurred after the information

had been assimilated. As noted above, MTT can address

this issue in two ways. First, it is possible that semantic

allocentric information ultimately can be represented

outside the hippocampus. Alternatively, if cognitive

map theory is correct, all allocentric, spatial information

will be lost no matter how long ago it was acquired,

irrespective of whether or not it enables re-experiencing.

 

New evidence on neuroanatomical substrates 
of remote memory: comparison between MTT 
and the standard consolidation model

 

Autobiographical memory

 

Evidence from people with focal lesions and dementia

Since we last reviewed the literature in 1998 (Fujii et al.

2000), the evidence that has accumulated continues to

favour MTT over the consolidation model, though it

still is not conclusive (see Moscovitch et al. 2005). Using
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the Autobiographical memory interview (AMI) (Kopel-

man et al. 1989), Viskontas et al. (2000) found that people

with unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy or temporal

lobectomy had poorer than normal memory for auto-

biographical events, even those dating to early child-

hood, but had normal memory for personal semantics

(Fig. 3). Loss of autobiographical memory with no tem-

poral gradient favouring the most remote memory (in

fact, remote memories were remembered worse than

recent ones) held even for people with late-onset

seizures. Though lobectomy included lateral and anterior

temporal structures, it is unlikely that memory loss was

associated with these lesions since the deficit was com-

parable to that of people with epilepsy confined to the

hippocampal region.

Similarly, Cipilotti et al. (2001) reported a retrograde

memory loss that extended the entire lifetime, with no

temporal gradient, in a patient with extensive late

acquired lesions confined to the hippocampal region.

Memory for public events was also impaired, but the

test used may have had a strong episodic component as

only events that had limited exposure were tested.

Because recollection of autobiographical episodes

entails re-experiencing of events in rich detail, Mosco-

vitch et al. (1999) devised new tests, based on research

by Suengas & Johnson (1988), which assessed the

amount of detail that was recovered better than did

older tests, such as the AMI or the Galton–Crovitz–

Schiffman (GCS) cue word tests (Crovitz & Schiffman,

1974). Whereas memories in these latter tests were

scored on a three-point scale, which would assign an

equal score of three to all memories that could be iden-

tified as to time and place and had some detail, the

new scoring procedures credited each detail (much as

in scoring of anterograde memory on logical stories of

the WMS-R and WMS-III). This allowed one to distin-

guish among people whose memory varied in vividness.

In addition, we instituted probing procedures to allow

individuals with poor memory to reveal all that they

may remember. In later versions, we also distinguished

between different types of memory, particularly those

which were specific (internal) to the remembered event

(episodic) and those which were common to other

memories (external or semantic; Levine et al. 2002).

Fig. 3 Left panel: Autobiographical episodic memory performance. Mean scores on episodic components of the Autobiographical 
memory interview (AMI; Kopelman et al. 1989) for control (n = 22) and patient (n = 25) groups. The maximal score is 9 per time 
period. Vertical lines depict standard errors of the means. Middle panel: Autobiographical episodic memory performance during 
earliest time periods. Mean scores on episodic components of AMI for control (n = 22), late seizure onset (n = 11) and early seizure 
onset (n = 8). Late seizure onset describes patients who reported first seizures after age 18; early seizure onset describes patients 
who reported first seizures before age 5. The maximum score is 3 per time period. Right panel: Personal semantic memory 
performance. Mean scores on semantic components of AMI for control (n = 22) and patient (n = 25) groups. The maximum score 
is 21 per time period. Vertical lines depict standard errors of the means. (From Viskontas et al. 2000).
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Using the new scoring technique, Moscovitch et al.

(1999) found that amnesic people whose memory of

remote events fell in the normal range according to the

three-point scoring system, recalled far fewer details

according to the new scoring system. Admittedly,

the people they tested did not have lesions confined

to the hippocampal region, so that extra-hippocampal

lesions may have contributed to their extensive retro-

grade amnesia.

Steinvorth et al. (2005) applied the new scoring

method of Levine et al. (2002) to Scoville & Milner’s

patient, H.M., and to W.D., both of whom had lesions

that were much more circumscribed and largely con-

fined to the MTL. They, too, like the patients of Mosco-

vitch et al., showed a retrograde amnesia for internal,

episodic components of autobiographical events across

their entire life, without a temporal gradient. As a con-

trol, they showed that on comparable tests of semantic

memory for public events, their performance was much

better, and showed the typical gradient, with the more

remote memories being relatively spared.

Likewise, Gilboa et al. (submitted) applied similar

techniques to study memory in A.D.F., an amnesic

patient with small, bilateral lesions to the fornix, an

output pathway of the hippocampus, and a small

lesion in the left, basal forebrain region, which typic-

ally does not lead to extensive, lasting, memory loss.

Like H.M., the patient’s remote, autobiographical

memory loss extended across his entire life without

evidence of a temporal gradient, but personal semantic

and generic memories were spared. This pattern re-

sembled anterograde memory loss in patients with

bilateral fornix lesions (Aggleton et al. 2000), who showed

deficits in recollection but not familiarity. Importantly,

A.D.F. also showed anterograde deficits in recollection

and preserved familiarity, suggesting a common func-

tion for the hippocampus across anterograde and

retrograde memory.

Mindful that our procedure depends on recall which

may be biased by probing, and may involve reconstruc-

tion of details to which some patients may be more

prone than others (Kapur et al. 2002), Gilboa et al.

(submitted) devised recognition tests based on reports

from people close to the patients. The tests focused

either on episodic details or on generic, semantic infor-

mation relevant to the event. A.D.F.’s performance on

recognition resembled his performance on recall tests

of autobiographical memory: he displayed poor per-

formance on recognition of episodic details and

preserved recognition of semantic ones. By contrast, K.C.,

another patient with bilateral hippocampal lesions (see

Rosenbaum et al. 2005) but with damage to other parts

of the MTL and neocortex, performed also poorly on

the semantic component. This corresponds to an exten-

sive and ungraded retrograde amnesia for autobio-

graphical episodic and semantic details in K.C. on the

measure of Levine et al. (2002) (Rosenbaum et al.

2004b). Rosenbaum et al. also investigated whether

the recovery of autobiographical details continues to

rely on the hippocampus, or whether these memories

depend on visual imagery or strategic retrieval of

details, mediated by visual extrastriate (medial occipital)

or prefrontal cortex, which also are damaged in K.C.

However, performance was normal on visual imagery

testing, and autobiographical memory did not benefit

from a retrieval support manipulation, contrary to

what would be expected if respective medial occipital

or frontal lesions were responsible.

Together these studies present a very strong case in

favour of MTT over the standard consolidation model.

The only recent evidence favouring the standard model

is supplied by Bayley et al. (2003), who report that

amnesic patients with lesions confined to the MTL have

intact, detailed autobiographical memories from the

first third of their lives. They used the GCS cuing tech-

nique to elicit the memories, and probing was minimal,

but they scored the memories using the procedure of

Levine et al. (2002). The number of details they report

for their controls (who do not differ from their amnesic

people), however, is far lower than that reported by

our controls: approximately 20 internal details to our

50. In fact, their controls score even lower than our

amnesic people. Their findings suggest that the mem-

ories they elicited may not have been truly vivid even

in their controls, a fact that is not surprising consider-

ing that they were asked to recall 36 memories from

the first third of their lives to single word cues.

One criticism invoked by proponents of the standard

model is that evidence from many single case studies is

suspect because lesions often extend beyond the MTL

to include lateral neocortex. Although we reviewed

cases with extensive retrograde amnesia with lesions

confined to MTL (see Fujii et al. 2000; Moscovitch et al.

2005; this paper), another approach is to conduct

group studies to see if the extent of autobiographical

and semantic memory loss correlates with the age of

the memory, as the standard model predicts, or with

the size of MTL lesion, as MTT predicts. The evidence
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suggests that the location of extra-MTL cortical damage

and subcortical damage also needs to be taken into

account.

The relationship between the size of MTL lesions, loss

of autobiographical memory and personal semantics,

and age of memory was examined by Gilboa et al.

(2005) in a group of people with mild to moderate

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and by Kopelman et al. (2003)

in people with focal lesions of various etiologies. Using

MRI volumetry of 28 structures comprising the entire

brain, and the multivariate analysis method of partial

least squares (PLS), Gilboa et al. found a strong correla-

tion between retrograde autobiographical memory, as

measured by AMI, and the amount of remaining tissue

in bilateral MTL, more on the right than the left, and in

anterior lateral temporal cortex. The age of the mem-

ory had no effect on the correlation, and neither did

personal semantics whose loss was correlated with

another set of structures, such as anterior temporal,

lateral temporal and prefrontal cortex but not MTL.

Kopelman et al. also found extensive retrograde amne-

sia uncorrelated with age of memory, but also no cor-

relation with MTL lesions in a group of patients with

focal MTL lesions, though they did report a significant

correlation with MTL lesion size in a group that also

had diencephalic lesions.

Although neither study supports the standard

model’s prediction that age of memory is a determin-

ing factor of memory loss, it is not clear why the corre-

lation with size of MTL lesion was not consistently

found. To account for the differences between the two

studies, Gilboa et al. (2005) suggested that combining

different etiologies of focal lesion patients in the

Kopelman et al. (2003) study may have obscured an

association between MTL intactness as reflected by

volume and memory functioning. For example, anoxia

primarily affects the CA fields, and damage may or may

not encroach on the subiculum. This would lead to

relatively small volume loss, but the potential for large

memory deficits. Indeed, this is precisely the way

Kopelman et al. (2003) interpret the impressive 0.8

correlation between hippocampal volume and event

memory in their diencephalic group. On the other hand,

encephalitis causes extensive losses to MTL cortical

regions and thus may lead to overall larger volume loss.

However, depending on the extent and precise struc-

tures affected, memory loss may vary considerably.

Investigating remote memory in people with seman-

tic dementia (SD) is also informative because neural

degeneration associated with SD affects primarily the

anterior and lateral temporal cortex, typically on the

left, leaving the MTL relatively spared (Mummery et al.

2000). If remote autobiographical memories are repre-

sented in neocortex, as the standard model predicts,

then patients with SD should show impaired memory

for remote events, but preserved memories for recent

ones, a pattern opposite to that which the standard

model predicts for amnesia. Using variations of the

AMI and GCS procedures, this is exactly what Graham

& Hodges (1997) reported. Westmacott et al. (2001),

however, argued that this pattern is observed only

because patients with SD do not have the verbal means

necessary to comprehend the instructions, use the

information as cues to retrieval, or express themselves

adequately. Given nonverbal cues, such as family

photos of particular events, and the opportunity to

communicate by gestures, intonation, and so on,

Westmacott et al.

 

′

 

s SD patient showed that remote

autobiographical memory was relatively preserved, a

finding corroborated by Moss et al. (2003), Ivanoiu

et al. (2004) and Piolino et al. (2003). One of the

patients of Graham et al., however, continued to be

impaired in retrieving all memories except those from

the last two years, even when tested using the methods

of Westmacott et al. (Graham et al. 2003a).

The source of the discrepancy among the studies

remains unknown. A likely possibility is that the extent

and locus of degeneration differs among patients, but

whether the differences lie in MTL, anterior and lateral

temporal lobes, or even pre-frontal cortex (PFC), has

yet to be determined (Nestor et al. 2002). Correlating

size of brain structure with memory in SD, as Gilboa

et al. (2005) did in AD patients, may help resolve the

debate.

Though the evidence generally supports MTT, a

number of issues remain unresolved and await future

studies that pay equal attention to lesion size and loca-

tion, and to the methods used to elicit memories and

score them. Because patients with circumscribed

lesions restricted only to some parts of the HC/MTL are

rare, and often there is disagreement about the purity

and extent of their lesions, and because group studies

are not immune to these problems, many investigators

have turned to functional neuroimaging studies of

healthy people to address some of these issues. Though

not without problems of its own (see Maguire, 2001a),

functional neuroimaging studies can provide valuable

information about the functional neuroanatomy of
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remote memory, and appears to converge on conclu-

sions obtained from patient studies.

Evidence from functional neuroimaging

The standard model and MTT make different predic-

tions about hippocampal activation during retrieval of

recent and remote autobiographical memories of spe-

cific events. According to the standard model, hippoc-

ampal activation should be evident for recent but not

for remote memories, whereas the reverse should

occur for neocortical activation. By contrast, MTT pre-

dicts equivalent HPC activation for recent and remote

memories as long as they are vivid and detailed. Using

event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging

(efMRI) designs, Ryan et al. (2001) presented cues

during scanning which were derived from prescan

interviews about autobiographical events. They found

bilateral hippocampal activation associated with re-

experiencing those events in the scanner. Similarly,

Maguire and her collaborators (Maguire, 2001a;

Maguire et al. 2001; Maguire & Frith, 2003), found

mostly left-sided activation while participants made

recognition judgments to statements referring to auto-

biographical events in comparison to control condi-

tions which included statements about general personal

events or public events, all based on prescan inter-

views. In one study, Maguire et al. (2001a) directly

tested whether hippocampal activation was modu-

lated by the age of the memories, and found no

evidence for this claim of the standard consolidation

theory. In all the other studies, hippocampal activation

was equivalent for recent and remote memories,

thereby favouring MTT over the standard model.

Piolino et al. (2004) reported similar findings and con-

clusions using positron emission tomography (PET; cf.

Conway et al. 1999 for similar PET results).

There were two possible confounds in these studies.

One concerned item selection. Because all the events

studied were based on prescan interviews with the

participants, it is difficult to know whether truly remote

memories were retrieved in the scanner, or only memo-

ries of the interviews. If the latter were the case, similar

hippocampal activation would have been observed to

statements regarding personal semantics and public

events, which was not the case (Maguire, 2001a). To

control for this possible confound further, Ryan et al.

(2001) also used items selected by a close relative

or friend, whereas Maguire et al. (2001) tested the

developmental hippocampal amnesic, Jon, for the few

events he could recollect from his remote past, even

though he had no memory for the prescan interview. In

both cases, greater hippocampal activation – that did

not vary with time – was found for autobiographical

than for other events.

The second possible confound is that hippocampal

activation that is observed reflects 

 

re-encoding

 

 of

memories as they are retrieved in the scanner, rather

than activation associated with the initial retrieval

itself. Sensitive to this criticism, Gilboa et al. (2004) had

a person close to the participant select family photos

which the participant had not viewed recently and

which were shown only in the scanner. The photos

were from four or five time periods dating from early

childhood (at least 20 years ago) to the last six

months. To control for the effect of re-encoding, the

participant also was presented with photos from a

stranger’s family album which were matched as much

as possible in style and content to the participant’s

own photos.

On viewing ‘self’ photos in the scanner, the partici-

pant had to re-experience the depicted event in as

much detail as possible; in viewing the ‘other’ photo,

the participant had to imagine in equivalent detail a

scenario concerning the event depicted in the unfamiliar

photo. If re-encoding were a factor, no difference in

hippocampal activation should be observed between

the ‘self’ and ‘other’ conditions, since both types of

material are being encoded, but only one requires

retrieval of old memories. Gilboa et al. (2004) found

that activation was greater for old, ‘self’ memories than

for novel, imagined ‘other’ material in a number of

regions, including the left hippocampal complex (see

also Maguire et al. 2001a; Addis et al. 2004a), thereby

arguing against the re-encoding interpretation.

Of equal interest was the finding, consistent with

MTT but not with the standard model, that left hippoc-

ampal activation was related not to the age of the

memory, but rather to its richness, as determined by

postscan vividness ratings for all of the memories, and

by descriptions for a subset of them from each time period

(see Fig. 4). Because Gilboa et al. (2004) found that, on

average, recent memories are more vivid and detailed

than remote memories, it is likely that these variables,

rather than age, account for the temporally graded

hippocampal activation reported in other studies (Niki

& Luo, 2002; Eustache et al. 2003; Maguire & Frith,

2003; Piefke et al. 2003).
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This interpretation was confirmed in a parallel efMRI

study by Addis et al. (2004a) designed to determine

whether recency or recollective qualities, such as detail,

emotionality, and personal significance, modulate hip-

pocampal activity during retrieval of autobiographical

memories of unique or repeated events. During

scanning, participants retrieved temporally specific

autobiographical memories and general, repeated

autobiographical memories, and rated each for level of

detail, emotionality, or personal significance. Addis

et al. found that each of these qualities influenced

medial temporal activation during the retrieval of

either specific or repeated autobiographical memories

(see Fig. 5). Recency independently modulated hippo-

campal activity, but its effects were reduced or elimi-

nated when the other factors were included as covari-

ates. Conversely, robust modulation of hippocampal

activation was observed for the three qualities even

when recency was included as a covariate (see also Gra-

ham et al. 2003b).

Together, the studies by Gilboa et al. and by Addis

et al. show that quality of the recollective experience –

its vividness, emotionality and personal significance – is

the determining factor in activating the hippocampus;

memories of personal facts or public events, or the age

of the memory, have little effect on hippocampal acti-

vation. It may still be possible, as some proponents of

the consolidation model have argued (Shimamura,

2002), that the hippocampus is activated during any

retrieval search for autobiographical memories, but

that its activation may not be necessary for successful

retrieval of remote memories; only lesion studies can

prove that. Such a proposal, however, would be hard

put to explain the specificity of HPC activation noted in

the above studies, and its relation to the success of

retrieving vivid autobiographical memories.

The results of neuroimaging studies are consistent

with the model of Aggleton & Brown (1999) and with

recent lesion and neuroimaging evidence of antero-

grade memory: the hippocampus is engaged by re-

collection, an index of autobiographical re-experiencing

(Tulving, 1985) of recently acquired memories for

words and faces in the laboratory, and not simply

by familiarity with them. Thus, a number of studies

have shown that recollection was disproportionately

impaired following lesions that included the hippoc-

ampus, whereas familiarity was relatively spared

(Holdstock et al. 2002a,b; D. Moscovitch & McAndrews,

2002; Yonelinas et al. 2002; Mayes et al. 2003, 2004).

Likewise, neuroimaging studies have shown that the

hippocampus was activated preferentially during

recognition of items that were recollected as compared

to those which were only considered familiar (Eldridge

et al. 2000; Dolcos et al. 2002; Davachi et al. 2003). Our

own preliminary findings (Caza et al. 2004) have shown

that even for recognition of newly learned associa-

tions, those which are accompanied by recollection

show the greatest hippocampal activation. This finding

emphasizes that recollective experience, rather than

simply the retention and recovery of newly formed

associations, is the salient factor in hippocampal

memory processes.

Fig. 4 Activation from vividly (red) vs 
nonvividly (blue) recalled events. The 
cross hairs on the images are centred at 
activations within the spherical search 
regions of the hippocampus which have 
the following Talairach & Tournoux 
(1988) co-ordinates: Reading from left 
to right, x = −27, y = −21, z = −16. 
Radiological coordinates are used 
so that left/right is reversed. 
(From Gilboa et al. 2004.)

Fig. 5 Activity in the medial temporal 
lobes is parametrically modulated by the 
level of recollective qualities of 
autobiographical memories, independent 
of their recency. Regions included the 
left hippocampus, modulated by the 
level of detail (a) and personal signfiicance 
(b); and the right hippocampus, by the 
personal significance of the memories (c).
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Gilboa et al. (2004) also found that foci of activation

in the hippocampus were distributed differently for

recent and remote memories, with the former clus-

tered in the anterior region of the hippocampus and

the latter distributed along its rostro–caudal axis (see

Fig. 6). It is not yet clear why this pattern should occur.

If each retrieval leads to the formation of new traces

within the MTL, as MTT predicts, then remote memo-

ries should be more widely distributed than recent

memories in MTL, and may survive minimal damage to

the MTL.

Other possible interpretations of this pattern of acti-

vation are that remote memories, particularly those

dating to childhood and adolescence, may be encoded

differently from more recent, adult memories, or that

recent memories may retain their emotional strength

more than remote ones. With respect to the latter pos-

sibility, Dolcos et al. (2002) reported that emotional

memories activated the anterior hippocampus more

than nonemotional ones, although in their study emo-

tionality interacted with recollection, and all their

memories were recent by our standards.

Extra-hippocampal contributions to autobiographical 

memory: lesions and neuroimaging

Although the focus has been on the hippocampus and

related MTL structures, other brain regions are impli-

cated in retrieval of autobiographical memory, some of

which display a pattern of activation sensitive to the

age of the memory. As we noted earlier, there is a

memory retrieval network reported by Maguire and

others (Conway et al. 1999; Maguire & Mummery,

1999; Maguire, 2001a; Maguire et al. 2001; Ryan et al.

2001; Piefke et al. 2003; Addis et al. 2004a,b) that con-

sists primarily of left-lateralized structures when mem-

ory for all types of remote events (autobiographical

events and facts, public events, general knowledge) are

compared with nonmemory control tasks (see Maguire,

2001a). In addition to the left hippocampus, the

regions included in the network are the left medial

frontal cortex, left temporal pole, left antero-lateral

middle temporal gyrus, left parahippocampal cortex,

retrosplenial/posterior cingulate cortex, precuneus

(medial occipital), left temporoparietal junction, right

temporal pole, right posterior cerebellum and the

thalamus. Because the specific contribution of these

regions to each type of memory was not examined

systematically (but see Addis et al. 2004a,b), we can only

speculate about their function based on information

gained from other studies. Only some of the regions

will be considered.

 

Prefrontal cortex

 

When Maguire (Maguire, Henson et al. 2001a) com-

pared autobiographical events to any of the other

types of memory, only the left hippocampus and

medial frontal cortex were activated more during auto-

biographical memory retrieval, a finding consistent

with the observation of Gilboa (2004b) that the latter

Fig. 6 Schematic renderings of remote 
and recent activations. Each point 
corresponds to a statistically significant 
activation from within the left 
hippocampus in either remote (top; 
n = 18) or recent (bottom; n = 16) 
conditions. Red and black squares 
represent activations at a significance 
level of P < 0.001 and P < 0.01 uncorrected, 
respectively. Activations are shown on a 
single sagittal plane taken from the 
Talairach & Tournoux (1988) atlas (25 mm 
lateral to the midline). Overlapping 
activations were offset slightly in the 
recent condition. Differences in the lateral 
displacement of the activations from the 
midline (along the x-axis of the Talairach 
atlas) are not represented in the figure. 
The lateral and vertical dimensions did 
not show any obvious systematic variability 
and therefore are not considered as a 
part of the overall pattern of interest. 
(From Gilboa et al. 2004.)
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region is preferentially activated during retrieval of

autobiographical memory in comparison to other types

of episodic memory. We know that damage to this

region is associated with temporally extensive retro-

grade amnesia and confabulation (Gilboa & Mosco-

vitch, 2002), suggesting that it may be a crucial area

for automatically monitoring the retrieved memories

(Moscovitch & Winocur, 2002). In addition, this region of

prefrontal cortex also is activated during self-reference,

which is a component of autobiographical memory

(Craik et al. 1999).

In another event-related fMRI study, Maguire, Henson

et al. (2001) found a region in right ventrolateral pre-

frontal cortex that was modulated by the age of the

autobiographical memory, showing increased activation

to the more recent memories. Activation of this region

has been associated with specification of retrieval cues in

many neuroimaging studies of episodic memory (Fletcher

& Henson, 2001). Maguire et al. (2001) speculate that

activation in ventrolateral cortex reflects the degree of

integration of the memory trace with the contextual

information that can provide retrieval cues. The more

recent the memory, the more likely it is to be contextually

rich and the more active the integration. Whatever the

true underlying cause of the activation, the age-related

pattern is opposite the one predicted by the standard

model for neocortex (but see Maguire & Frith, 2003).

The pattern of activation observed in prefrontal

cortex is consistent with its role as a 

 

working-with-

memory

 

 structure that is involved in strategic aspects

of retrieval such as establishing a retrieval mode and

goals, initiating and guiding search, and monitoring

and verifying the memories that have been retrieved

(Moscovitch, 1992; Moscovitch & Winocur, 2002).

Gilboa’s review of the literature (Gilboa, 2004b),

however, suggests that some subregions in prefrontal

cortex, particularly parts of the frontal pole and

ventromedial aspects, may be activated preferentially

during retrieval of autobiographical as compared to

other types of memory. Lesions to the lateral and

polar aspects of prefrontal cortex are associated with

deficits in autobiographical memory retrieval, but as

would be expected of these general-purpose, execu-

tive structures, they operate equally on recent and

remote memories (Kopelman et al. 1999, 2003).

Greater activation may be evident for those memories

that are difficult to retrieve and, consequently, greater

loss of such memories may occur following damage to

those structures.

 

Medial occipital and inferotemporal cortex

 

In Gilboa et al. (2004), retrieval of context-rich memo-

ries was associated with activity in lingual, fusiform and

precuneus gyri independently of their age (see also

Ryan et al. 2001). The precuneus often is implicated in

imagery and spatial processing in the context of episodic

memory. Bilateral activation in the lingual and fusiform

gyri (BA 19/37) may be related to the complex visual stimuli

(photos) and the extended period for re-experiencing

used in their study, which likely induced more sensory

perceptual memory-related activation than the verbal

materials used in previous studies. Similar results are

found, however, even in studies not using photos as

memory cues. Addis et al. (2004b), who used memory

titles as cues, found that specific autobiographical

memories, rated as more detailed than repeated auto-

biographical events, were differentially associated

with activity in the left precuneus, left superior parietal

lobule and right cuneus (but see Graham et al. 2003b).

Neuroimaging studies showing activation of poste-

rior neocortex and inferotemporal regions during

retrieval of autobiographical memory are consistent

with reports by Ogden (1993) and others that damage

to these structures, which is associated with visual,

object agnosia and loss of imagery, can also produce a

profound, temporally extensive retrograde amnesia

for autobiographical events (see reviews by Rubin &

Greenberg, 1998 and Greenberg & Rubin, 2003).

Because re-experiencing autobiographical episodes is

accompanied more by visual imagery than by any other

kind of perceptual information, it has been speculated

that damage to these structures destroys the represen-

tations forming the crucial portion of the content of

autobiographical memories.

 

Retrosplenial/posterior cingulate

 

Activation in this region is consistently reported in

imaging studies of autobiographical memory and

often is greater than that in any other region (Maguire,

2001a,b). Damage to this region is known to cause

severe amnesia (Bowers et al. 1988; Heilman et al.

1990), but likely of limited duration. In Gilboa et al.

(2004), direct comparison of events that were re-

experienced and those that were not yielded activation

in the precuneus/posterior cingulate, but not the retro-

splenial cortex proper (Vogt et al. 2001), suggesting

that these regions should not be treated as part of the

same functional system. As we noted, the precuneus

has been labelled the ‘mind’s eye’ (Fletcher et al. 1995)
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and its involvement in imagery and episodic memory is

well-established (Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). The poste-

rior cingulate is involved in topokinetic and topograph-

ical processing, including retrieval of spatial context

and assessment of retrieved spatial representations

(Burgess et al. 2001; Maguire, 2001b; Vogt et al. 2001;

Rosenbaum et al. 2004a), and thus may be performing

a similar function in the visuospatial domain.

The retrosplenial cortex (a region within the bank of

the callosal sulcus; Vogt et al. 2001) was significantly

more active in Gilboa et al.’s study for recent memories

than for remote memories, even in the comparison

that included only the remote memories that were

vividly re-experienced. These findings are consistent with

the hypothesis that this structure is needed to activate,

integrate, and construct generic visual representations

in posterior neocortex (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce,

2000), which may be more plentiful for recent than for

remote memories. Highly detailed generic and seman-

tic information may support or provide a framework

for the construction of specific episodic memories

(Burgess & Shallice, 1996). Such a function contrasts

with that of the posterior cingulate/precuneus, which

is apparently directly associated with retrieval of vivid

specific memories, displaying a similar pattern of activa-

tion as the hippocampus.

Overview and summary

Taken together, the evidence from the lesion and

neuroimaging studies favours MTT in that the HC/MTL

is needed for the retrieval of autobiographical memories

independent of their age. The evidence, however, is

not conclusive. The temporal gradient observed in

some of the lesion studies may be related either to

stronger and more distributed traces in the hippo-

campus, making them more resilient than recent

memories to partial damage of the hippocampus, or to

the greater 

 

semanticization

 

 of remote, as compared

to recent, memories, making the former less depend-

ent on the hippocampus. The neuroimaging evidence

is consistent with both of these alternatives. Remote

memories have been found to be more dispersed across

the rostrocaudal extent of the hippocampus than

recent memories which are clustered in its anterior por-

tion. In addition, hippocampal activation is related to

the recollective qualities of autobiographical memory,

such as details, vividness, emotion, and personal signi-

ficance rather than the age of the memory per se. Because

these factors can covary with age, one may erroneously

interpret the changes in hippocampal activation with

age as suggesting that its involvement in autobio-

graphical memory is temporally limited. On the

contrary, when all factors are taken into account, it

has been shown that the age of the memory has

no influence on hippocampal activation. Thus, the

studies support MTT over the standard model.

Nonetheless, MTT, as initially formulated (Nadel &

Moscovitch, 1997), would need to be modified to

account for some of the more recent findings. Accord-

ing to MTT’s initial formulation, both the severity and

extent of retrograde amnesia for episodic memory

should be related to the size of the MTL lesions. How-

ever, the more recent evidence reported since 1998,

and based on more sensitive methods of assessing

episodic memory, suggests that severity of retrograde

amnesia is related more closely to MTL damage or atrophy

than is temporal extent of the amnesia. If confirmed,

such findings would necessitate a reconsideration of

the role that multiple traces play in the representation

of remote memories in the hippocampus. In addition,

the model will have to be modified to account for the

different contribution of the various regions of MTL to

different aspects of remote memory, just as theories of

anterograde memory have.

Regardless of their relevance to MTT and consolida-

tion theory, neuroimaging studies have shown that the

hippocampus is at the hub of a network of neocortical

and limbic structures whose neurons it binds into a

memory trace. The extra-hippocampal structures –

usually posterior neocortical, and lateral and anterior

temporal, structures – that contribute to the memory

trace are activated to the extent that the information

they carry is implicated in that particular memory trace.

During retrieval, the prefrontal cortex acts as a working-

with-memory structure that initiates and guides retrieval

from the HC/MTL and monitors its output. Evidence

from neuroimaging and lesion studies suggest that some

structures in posterior neocortex, such as retrosplenial,

inferotemporal and extrastriate cortex, and in prefrontal

cortex, such as its ventromedial and polar aspects, have

a privileged role in retrieval of remote autobiographical

memories.

 

Semantic memory

 

In contrast to the discrepancy among studies and the

controversy surrounding episodic memory, there is general
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agreement regarding semantic memory. According to

both the standard model and MTT, remote memories

of the gist of events, of personal semantics, of public

knowledge of people and events, and of vocabulary,

are not dependent on the continuing function of the

HC/MTL. [Looked at more broadly, semantic memory

encompasses all the general knowledge one has about

the world, and as such, likely implicates a large net-

work of structures in the neocortex, including the pre-

frontal cortex, inferior and superior temporal cortex,

the junction between occipital, temporal, and parietal

cortex, and possible regions of premotor cortex.

Because we cannot deal with all these in this paper, we

refer the reader to excellent reviews by Martin & Chao

(2001), Wagner et al. (2001), Thompson-Schill (2003),

and McClelland & Rogers (2003).] Instead, the HC/MTL

is needed only temporarily, until the memory is repre-

sented permanently in neocortical structures special-

ized in processing the acquired information and

capable of being modified while doing so. At first

glance, semantic memory therefore behaves in a man-

ner consistent both with the standard model and with

MTT. Examined more carefully, differences between

the two views appear even here.

Lesion studies

The evidence from lesions studies bears out predictions

from both models. Damage restricted to the hippocam-

pal complex, or the fornix (Gilboa et al. submitted), leads

to a temporally graded retrograde amnesia for words,

faces and names of famous people, public events and

even personal semantic knowledge, that typically does

not extend for longer than 10 years (Manns et al. 2003;

Moscovitch et al. 2005; but see Sanders & Warrington,

1971; Cipilotti et al. 2001), after which performance is

normal and believed to be dependent only on neocortex.

In addition, the size of the MTL lesions is not correlated

with performance on tests of personal semantics in

people with focal lesions (Kopelman et al. 2003) or with

dementia of the Alzheimer type (Gilboa et al. 2005).

Consistent with this interpretation, it is only damage

to extra-hippocampal structures in the lateral and

anterior temporal lobes, particularly on the left, that

leads to much more severe and temporally extensive

loss of remote memories for facts, events and people.

Loss of semantic memory, including vocabulary and

personal semantics, is associated with damage to pos-

terior neocortical structures, particularly the lateral

aspects of the temporal lobe, while loss of names and

knowledge of famous people, with damage to the left

temporal pole (Eslinger, 1998). Such loss is evident in many

patients with dementia and neocortical degeneration,

such as people with AD, where the severity and temporal

extent of the deficit increases with disease progression

(Westmacott et al. 2004a; Gilboa et al. 2005).

Semantic memory loss is most revealing in people

with SD whose medial temporal lobes are relatively

spared (Graham & Hodges, 1997; Snowden et al. 1994,

1996). They show a reverse temporal gradient, or step

function, with recent semantic memories being pre-

served and remote ones impaired. Though the reverse

temporal pattern has been observed in some patients

for both episodic and semantic memory (Graham,

1999), in other patients, it has been noted only for

semantic memory, with episodic, autobiographical

memories being spared, presumably because they are

dependent on the medial temporal lobes (Westmacott

et al. 2001; Westmacott & Moscovitch, 2002; Moss et al.

2003). What accounts for the individual differences in

the patterns of preservation and loss among SD

patients has yet to be determined (see Graham et al.

2000, 2003a; Westmacott et al. 2001; Moss et al. 2003).

The MTT, unlike the standard model, posits that the

hippocampus plays only a supporting role, but not a

crucial one, in forming semantic memories, at least

early in development when conceptual knowledge is

acquired quickly and in large amounts. Recent evi-

dence from studies of children whose hippocampi were

damaged at birth or shortly thereafter would seem to

support this view. Vargha-Khadem and her collabora-

tors (Vargha-Khadem et al. 1997; Gadian et al. 2000)

found that these children acquired sufficient general

knowledge (semantic memories) to complete high

school even though their memory for autobiographical

episodes was impaired (but see Squire & Zola, 1998 for

counter-arguments). Similar sparing of semantic, com-

pared to autobiographical, memory in adults has also

been reported in adults with hippocampal lesions

(Kitchener et al. 1998; Van der Linden et al. 2001; West-

macott & Moscovitch, 2001, 2002; O’Kane et al. 2004;

Skotko et al. 2004; but see Kitchener & Squire, 2000).

Proponents of the standard model, however, attribute

the relative sparing of semantic memory, and its more

rapid consolidation, to repetition or number of presen-

tations (Squire & Zola, 1998). Episodic memories are

based on events that occur only once, whereas semantic

memories are based on repeated presentations of
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the relevant information. Semantic memories, there-

fore, can be retained better and consolidated sooner

than episodic memories, and, therefore, are more

resilient to the effects of hippocampal lesions at both

acquisition, retention and retrieval. Whether it is

these factors alone, or also differences in the nature

of semantic and episodic representations as MTT asserts,

remains to be determined.

Neuroimaging studies

The neuroimaging evidence is less consistent and based

on few studies. Some report no hippocampal activa-

tion; other report hippocampal activation without a

gradient for personal semantics, knowledge of public

events (Maguire et al. 2001) and famous faces (Kapur

et al. 1995; Leveroni et al. 2000; Douville et al. 2005)

still other report temporally graded activation in

entorhinal cortex to famous faces (Haist et al. 2001).

The source of the discrepancy is difficult to determine.

One possibility is that some semantic memories may be

associated with an episodic component which influ-

ences the type of activation that is observed. We discuss

this possibility in the next section.

Alternative views of preservation of remote semantic 

memory: the standard model and MTT

Although the standard model and MTT make similar

predictions regarding temporal gradients and neural

representations for semantic memory, their explana-

tions of the underlying causes are different. According

to the standard model, the semantic memory that is

held temporarily in the HC/MTL is identical to the mem-

ory that is stored permanently in neocortex. Indeed,

some believe that prolonged consolidation effects a

transfer of the same memory from one location to

another (see Kandel, 2001, p. 1038) or strengthens the

neocortical traces which initially were bound together

by the hippocampus, a process that may be supple-

mented by repetition of the semantic information.

MTT, on the other hand, asserts that information

related to semantic memory, whose representation

is dependent temporarily on the HC/MTL, differs in

important ways from the semantic information repre-

sented permanently in neocortex. The former retains

its episodic flavour, such that the semantic content is

tied to the spatio-temporal (autobiographical) context

in which it was acquired. The latter is stripped of its

episodic context and retains only the semantic core. By

the MTT view, prolonged consolidation refers to the

establishment of a semantic trace in neocortex that can

survive on its own, but it does not entail the loss of the

related episodic trace mediated by the HC/MTL, nor is

it identical to it (see McClelland et al. 1995 for a com-

putational model that argues for the necessity of two

distinct memory systems and how the episodic contri-

butes to the semantic, and Murre et al. 2001 for review

of models of retrograde amnesia).

According to MTT, the two types of semantic memo-

ries can coexist, so that a person can have both an epi-

sodic and semantic representation of the same event,

object or fact, one dependent only on neocortex, and

one also relying on the HC/MTL. The two can become

functionally dissociable following brain damage to the

structures that mediate each type. The evidence from

people with SD and medial temporal lobe amnesia sup-

ports this interpretation. Having lost the neocortical,

semantic representation, people with SD rely on medial

temporal representations to identify objects, people,

places and facts. Thus, they will recognize an object or

person that has autobiographical significance for them

(their own vase or kettle, the names of people with

whom they’ve interacted or about whom they have a

cherished memory) but not the same type of objects

which are not their own (e.g. another person’s vase or

kettle; Snowden et al. 1994, 1996; Graham et al. 1999)

or people who are equally famous but not linked to an

autobiographical memory. Conversely, amnesic people

with medial temporal damage will recognize objects

and individuals regardless of their autobiographical

significance, but not be able to conjure an autobio-

graphical event related to them (Westmacott et al.

2001; Westmacott & Moscovitch, 2003; Westmacott

et al. 2004b). It should be noted, however, that the

detailed episodic trace may also fade in normal people,

as most such memories do, unless they are rehearsed,

leaving only the general, semantic memory behind.

The separation of the two sources of semantic mem-

ory is illustrated best in the studies of Westmacott et al.

(2004a,b) on episodic and semantic memory for famous

names. In a first experiment, a large sample of people

rated names according to familiarity, knowledge, and

autobiographical significance. For example, two people,

say Queen Elizabeth II and Princess Diana, could be

equally familiar, but one of them evokes an autobio-

graphical memory (we remember when we heard of

Princess Diana’s fatal car crash), and the other does not.
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After collecting such data from a large sample of people,

two sets of 25 famous names were created, matched

for familiarity and knowledge, but the names in one

set were high in autobiographical significance and the

names in the other set were low. Because the sets were

chosen to reflect the high agreement in the general

population about the names, they could then be used

in subsequent studies on a different group of people.

In this second study, new participants were shown

these names and asked to judge whether they were

famous, or to read them as quickly as possible. Their

accuracy and latency to do so was measured. Although

these tasks ostensibly were concerned with semantic

memory, performance was strongly influenced by

autobiographical significance: latencies were much

shorter to names high in autobiographical significance

than to those low in autobiographical significance.

What is interesting is that the advantage for the auto-

biographically significant names was eliminated in

people with focal MTL lesions and in people with AD

with MTL degeneration. By contrast, in two people

with SD, who presumably had neocortical degenera-

tion but whose MTL was relatively spared, the advan-

tage for names with autobiographical significance was

relatively preserved, and possibly enhanced, consistent

with the idea that their semantic memory is impaired,

and what knowledge they have of the world is based

primarily on their episodic memory (Snowden et al.

1996; Snowden & Neary, 2002).

These studies suggest that the picture regarding

semantic memory, when examined closely, may be as

complex as that for episodic, autobiographical mem-

ory. Tests of either type of memory are not pure, but

rather consist of both episodic and semantic elements

which need to be distinguished from each other, and

separated, if headway is to be made in understanding

the neural substrates that mediate them.

This point is highlighted in the study of Addis et al.

(2004b) of memory for repeated autobiographical

events, such as holiday dinners or vacations at a family

home, or single episodes, such as a vacation to a

friend’s home and a birthday dinner at a restaurant.

Memories of repeated events have a generic structure

to them which makes them similar to personal seman-

tic knowledge, yet they carry autobiographical signi-

ficance and detailed perceptual information, which

makes them akin to autobiographical memories. Not

surprisingly, Addis et al. noted activation for repeated

events in structures associated with semantic memory,

such as the lateral inferotemporal and prefrontal

cortices, as well in the hippocampus and other MTL regions,

which are associated with autobiographical memory.

Overview and summary

Taken together, the results from the lesion and

neuroimaging studies speak to a fundamental distinction

between remote memory for episodic and semantic

information. Whereas detailed memory for autobio-

graphical episodes is dependent on the medial temporal

lobes for as long as the memory exists, memory for

semantic information benefits from the MTL (hippo-

campus and peri-hippocampal cortex) for only a limited

time, and can be acquired, slowly and with difficulty,

without it. Thus, unlike episodic memory, semantic

memory for public events, people, vocabulary and even

facts about oneself (personal semantics) shows only a

temporally limited retrograde amnesia, lasting about

10 years, following HC/MTL lesions in humans. Semantic

memory is mediated by a network of neocotical structures,

including lateral and anterior temporal lobes, and inferior

frontal cortex, usually on the left.

These findings are consistent with MTT and the

standard model. In comparison to the standard model,

however, MTT argues that the ‘semantic’ memory that

benefits from hippocampal involvement during the ini-

tial period is not identical to the one that is retained

after that initial vulnerable period has passed. 

 

What

appears to be memory consolidation really is memory

transformation

 

, from a semantic memory embedded in

a rich context to one in which the context has been lost,

or one that becomes impoverished so that only the

semantic core remains. Evidence from humans – and

rats (Rosenbaum et al. 2001) – supports this idea, and

also demonstrates that the two types of ‘semantic’

memories can coexist and contribute to performance in

normal people and rats.

 

Spatial memory

 

Lesion studies

An important distinction in studies of spatial memory is

between routes and maps. ‘Route knowledge describes

the information that encodes a sequential record of

steps that lead from a starting point, through landmarks,

and finally to a destination’ (Aguirre et al. 1996; p.

1614). Route learning is based initially on coordinates
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in an egocentric frame of reference, coupling land-

marks to direction with reference to the self (e.g. ‘turn

left at the store’; Byrne, 1982). Thus, spatial represen-

tation in terms of routes is inflexible in that changes in

landmarks or detours lead to disorientation. Maps, on

the other hand, represent space in terms of allocentric

coordinates that preserve the spatial relations of land-

marks to one another. As a result, maps are flexible

representations that do not depend on any single land-

mark or route to navigate from one place to another

(cf. O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978).

Determining whether retrograde amnesia for differ-

ent types of spatial memory is temporally graded or

temporally extensive is of great relevance to theories

of spatial memory. According to a long-standing spatial

theory of hippocampal function, the hippocampus is

considered crucial for maintaining and operating on

cognitive maps necessary for navigation, whether the

maps are old or newly formed (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978;

see Burgess et al. 2002 for an updated version). Spatial

memory and navigation therefore should not survive

hippocampal damage regardless of whether the mem-

ories are recent or remote.

Consistent with cognitive map theory, the role of the

hippocampus in acquiring spatial memory in humans and

in nonhuman organisms is beyond dispute (Eichenbaum

& Cohen, 2001; Burgess et al. 2002), though the inter-

pretation of the evidence has been vigorously debated

for years (Eichenbaum, 2001; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2001).

What is less clear is whether the hippocampus is needed

for memory and navigation of well-learned environ-

ments with which the individual had been familiar for

years. There are numerous cases in the neurological lit-

erature of patients with deficits in spatial memory and

navigation of familiar environments, but the lesions

associated with such deficits rarely, if ever, implicate

the hippocampus. In fact, we know of no reported case

of impaired navigation in people with damage restricted

to the medial temporal lobe that does not include the

parahippocampal gyrus, though it is possible that such

cases exist but have not been reported. Instead, the

areas most implicated are the parietal lobe, the para-

hippocampal gyrus, and the posterior cingulate or ret-

rosplenial cortex (Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999).

Two recent studies examined systematically the

remote spatial memory of two patients, K.C. and E.P., who

have extensive bilateral damage to the hippocampus

and related MTL structure (Teng & Squire, 1999;

Rosenbaum et al. 2000, 2001; but see Corkin, 2002).

Though the patients were incapable of new spatial

learning when tested on either artificial table-top or

natural, large scale environments (a new neighbour-

hood or building), they performed well on a wide

range of spatial-topographical measures based on a

large-scale, natural environment learned long ago,

even if it had not been experienced in decades (E.P.). In

the case of K.C., he could navigate unaided in his old

neighbourhood. Their intact performance on a variety

of tests of spatial memory, in line with the previous

neurological literature, suggests that structures other

than the hippocampus mediate performance even on

those tests that are allocentric. For both patients, the

tests included (see Rosenbaum et al. 2000, appendix 1)

(1) sketch mapping, (2) vector mapping, and (3) blocked-

route problem-solving, the latter two being considered

paradigmatic tests of cognitive map representation. In

addition, K.C. performed normally on tests of (4) distance

judgments, (5) proximity judgments, (6) sequencing

landmarks along routes, and (7) recognizing gross fea-

tures on world maps (i.e. continents, countries, oceans).

He was severely impaired, however, in recognizing and

identifying all but the major neighbourhood land-

marks and in locating smaller features on world maps

(i.e. cities). On the basis of these findings, Rosenbaum

et al. (2000) concluded that what is retained after

hippocampal damage is a skeletal or schematic spatial

representation of the neighbourhood which is adequate

for navigation but not for detailed re-experiencing of

the environment in all its richness. A similar pattern of

results was found by Gilboa et al. (in preparation) in a

patient with bilateral lesions of the fornix. As we noted

earlier, these schematic cognitive maps may be consid-

ered spatial analogues of semantic memory, with the

detailed, perceptual-spatial representations being

analogous to autobiographical or episodic memory.

Consistent with this idea, the schematic spatial repre-

sentations of familiar environments seem not to be

dependent on the hippocampus, but perceptually

detailed representations are.

These findings suggest that schematic representations

of topography needed for navigation are dependent

on extra-hippocampal structures that have been iden-

tified previously in people with topographic amnesia

and agnosia and deficits in navigation (for reviews, see

De Renzi, 1982; Farrell, 1996; Barrash, 1998; Aguirre &

D’Esposito, 1999). These include the posterior parietal

lobe, the parahippocampal gyrus, and the retrosple-

nial /posterior cingulate cortex, each of which performs
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a particular function. The posterior parietal lobe is neces-

sary for representing spatial information in terms of

egocentric coordinates that allow for accurate reaching

toward objects, movement with respect to landmarks

in the environment (Farrell, 1996; Milner & Goodale,

1995) and imagining scenes from an egocentric per-

spective (Bisiach et al. 1993; Burgess et al. 2001, 2002).

The retrosplenial and/or posterior cingulate cortex, on

the other hand, is believed to code information about

headings in allocentric space (Takahashi et al. 1997;

Maguire, 2001b). A region in the inferior temporal

lobe, around the anterior part of the lingual sulcus and

posterior part of the parahippocampal gyrus, is crucial

for identification of salient landmarks, such as buildings

(Whiteley & Warrington, 1978; Incisa della Rocchetta

et al. 1996; Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999; Epstein et al.

1999, 2003) or encoding new landmarks as indicated

by activation of this area when new houses are viewed

(e.g. Haxby et al. 2000). Damage restricted to the

parahippocampal gyrus impairs acquisition of new

landmarks, but has little effect on remote memory for

familiar landmarks (Habib & Sirigu, 1987). One view of

the function of the parahippocampal gyrus is that it is

crucial for coding visual–topographic information

(Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998) and the other is that it is

crucial for co-ordinating information that constitutes

allocentric cognitive maps (Aguirre & D’Esposito, 1999;

Epstein et al. 1999, 2003; Burgess et al. 2002). Conse-

quently, by either view, individuals with right para-

hippocampal lesions are disoriented in new locations

but not in familiar ones, and have difficulty learning

locations based on new, allocentric spatial configura-

tions (Bohbot et al. 1998, 2004; Iaria et al. 2003). The

perirhinal cortex, another region in inferotemporal

cortex, may be needed to code the surface features or

texture of the landmarks and scenes (Murray & Bussey,

1999, 2001; Murray & Richmond, 2001; Burgess et al.

2002; Lee et al. 2005). Many of these structures have

reciprocal anatomical connections with each other and

with the hippocampus (Cammalleri et al. 1996; Van

Hoesen et al. 1993; Suzuki & Amaral, 1994; Rockland &

Van Hoesen, 1999; Lavenex et al. 2002), forming a spa-

tial network.

Rosenbaum et al. (2005a) illustrate these points well

in a recent study of spatial memory in a taxi-driver

with AD and extensive bilateral HC/MTL and para-

hippocampal degeneration, but relatively preserved

temporal neocortex. His performance was compared to

that of a former taxi-driver whose encephalitis left him

with left temporal neocortical damage but less exten-

sive hippocampal atrophy, and to eight age-matched

controls. The tests were identical to those administered

to KC in his home neighbourhood. In this case, how-

ever, the area investigated was a 5 km2 section of

downtown Toronto which contained many of the city’s

major landmarks. Except for sketch mapping, which

proved too complicated for this large area, the remain-

ing tests became part of a regular battery called the

Toronto Public Places Test (TPPT). All the participants

were familiar with the area, though they had visited it

rarely if ever in the last decade. The taxi-driver with AD

performed as well or better than all the other parti-

cipants on every test, except for recognition of major

landmarks from their pictures or imagery of their visual

appearance from their names, though he had no diffi-

culty in describing their function or spatial location.

Subsequent tests showed that he had equal difficulty

in visual recognition of world landmarks, such as the

Eiffel Tower or Taj Mahal, but not of famous faces. These

results point to a landmark agnosia, which in his case

we believe is associated with degeneration of the pap-

rahippocampal gyrus in a region posterior to the para-

hippocampal place area (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998)

which is preserved in the other patients. Importantly,

mental, spatial navigation, including that based on

allocentric information, was spared in AD, although

volumetric analysis confirmed that atrophy claimed over

50% of the hippocampus and inferior temporal cortex.

In each of these studies, it is possible that the remaining

hippocampal tissue mediates the preserved performance

on allocentric tests of spatial navigation. We believe

this is unlikely for two reasons: (1) comparable lesions

produce deficits, sometimes quite severe ones, on

anterograde tests of spatial memory, and on retrograde

tests of autobiographical memory; and (2) in Teng &

Squire (1999), the patient’s lesion encompasses almost

the entire MTL leaving little, if any, viable hippocampal

tissue. These reasons notwithstanding, we conducted

functional neuroimaging studies to determine more

decisively whether the hippocampus was implicated in

performance on tests of remote spatial memory.

Neuroimaging studies

There are only a handful of functional neuroimaging

studies on remote spatial memory. Maguire et al. (1997)

tested the ability of experienced London taxi-drivers to

find new routes from one location to another when
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familiar routes were blocked. They report hippocampal

activation associated with success in novel way-finding,

but the region of activation is on the border of the

hippocampus and parahippocampal cortex, not in the

hippocampus itself. Niki & Luo (2002) and Mayes et al.

(2004) report activation in the body of the hippocampus

while imagining to navigate through environments

experienced recently or long ago, but these activations

are related either to the recency of the memory or,

more likely, to the vividness (number of details of

the environment and autobiographical context) of

the experience while navigating, much as we found

for hippocampal activation of episodic memory (see

above pp. 47–49). A similar explanation may account

for the finding of Maguire et al. (2000) that the size of

the hippocampus in London taxi-drivers is correlated with

years of experience in driving a taxi and with perform-

ance on tests of their knowledge of London streets.

In order to identify the network of brain regions

implicated in lesion and functional neuroimaging

studies of spatial memory and navigation, and to

determine whether the MTL was implicated, we

modified the TPPT for functional neuroimaging in young,

healthy adults (Rosenbaum et al. 2004a). We found

that the level of activation in each region varied with

the particular demands of each task. For example, as

predicted, the superior-medial parietal cortex was

implicated more in egocentric tests of spatial memory

(tests (4) and (7) above), whereas the retropsplenial

cortex was implicated more on allocentric tests (tests

(3), (5) and (6) above). Also as predicted by our studies

with patients with hippocampal lesions, the hippocam-

pus proper was not activated on any of the tests more

than on the baseline control task, though a region on

the border of the posterior hippocampus and parahip-

pocampal cortex was active (Fig. 7), as noted by

Maguire et al. (1997).

To test further whether the remaining hippocampal

tissue in K.C. was viable and could support perform-

ance on the neighbourhood tests of navigation, we

conducted a functional neuroimaging study using a

modified version of the same tests. No hippocampal

activation was found in K.C. or controls who moved

away 20 years ago, on any tests of remote spatial memory

Fig. 7 Brain regions activated in the 
comparison of all remote spatial 
memory tasks with the perceptual 
baseline task. The functional maps are 
overlaid on the averaged anatomical 
scans from all participants in relevant 
sagittal and axial views. The right 
hemisphere is shown on the left side of 
the images. Images were thresholded at 
P < 0.001, corrected. Areas of activity 
common across tasks included right 
parahippocampal gyrus (top), left 
retrosplenial cortex (bottom left) and 
right superior occipital cortex (bottom 
right). The hippocampus (open circle) 
was not activated in any task.
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except when K.C. viewed familiar landmarks which he

did not recognize, and considered novel. The latter

finding is important because it shows that the remain-

ing tissue is viable, and is active when K.C. perceives

something to be unfamiliar (novel), but not when he is

navigating mentally through his environment (Rosen-

baum et al. 2005b). As with the TPPT tests, the same

extra-hippocampal areas were activated, the amount

and pattern of activation being determined by the

demands of each particular test (Fig. 8).

The results of our studies on remote spatial memory,

like those of Burgess, Maguire and their collaborators

(Burgess, 2002; Burgess et al. 2002; Hartley et al. 2003)

on anterograde spatial memory, suggest that remote

spatial and episodic memory have much in common,

though we differ in our conception of the role of the

hippocampus. Whereas they believe the hippocampus

is implicated in all forms of allocentric spatial represen-

tations, our results suggest that at least for pre-

morbidly familiar environments, some allocentric

representations exist independently of it. Our studies

suggest that an episodic-semantic distinction may be as

usefully applied to spatial memory as to nonspatial

memory, and thus provides a unified framework for

conceptualizing hippocampal–neocortical interactions.

In this framework, detailed perceptual–spatial repre-

sentations of environments (corresponding to episodic,

autobiographical memory) are hippocampally depend-

ent and distinguished from schematic or coarse, but

allocentric, representations of the topography (corre-

sponding to semantic memory) that can exist inde-

pendently of the hippocampus. The hippocampal code

serves as a pointer or index to regions of neocortex

(e.g. parahippocampal and perirhinal cortex) where

these different kinds of information are stored and

binds them into detailed representations that allow

one to re-experience the environment as one takes a

mental walk through it (see Fig. 9). A similar proposal

has been advanced by Burgess et al. (2002) regarding the

episodic component, but not about the semantic one.

Schematic, allocentric topographical representations,

however, are sufficient to allow one to navigate in the

environment and recognize those features which provide

salient cues for navigation, without supporting a rich

representation needed to re-experience the environment,

or recognize noncritical elements of it (see Rosenbaum

et al. 2000, 2001; for earlier versions of this view).

Summary and theoretical implications

Overall, findings from both lesion and functional

neuroimaging studies provide compelling evidence that

the hippocampus is not needed for retention and

retrieval of some remote spatial memories, even those

capturing some allocentric information, for the pur-

poses of navigation. These observations, therefore, pose

a challenge to the original formulation of cognitive

map theory, which proposed that the hippocampus is

crucial for representing all forms of allocentric spatial

information necessary for navigation, no matter how

long ago that information was acquired. In agreement

with cognitive map theory, however, the hippocampus

is required for the retention of detailed spatial memo-

ries of the environment, such as the appearance of

local elements that can support a rich, re-experiencing

of the environment. Some supportive evidence has

been presented from lesion (Rosenbaum et al. 2000)

and neuroimaging studies (Niki & Luo, 2002; Mayes et al.

2004; Rosenbaum et al. submitted), but more research

is needed to confirm these findings and to test alternative

interpretations of them. Overall, however, the findings

on spatial memory are consistent with MTT’s postulate

Fig. 8 Structural scan of K.C.’s brain 
showing small amount of remaining 
hippocampal tissue that was unactivated 
(left); for comparison see right 
parahippocampal activation in 
parahippocampal cortex during remote 
spatial memory tasks (right).
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that the hippocampus is crucial for detailed re-

experiencing of the past, but not for retention and

retrieval of generic or semantic memory for which the

neocortex suffices. The standard model would predict

the latter but has difficulty accounting for the continu-

ing contribution of the hippocampus to perceptually

detailed aspects of remote spatial memory.

Conclusions

The evidence we reviewed supports a unified account

of episodic, semantic and spatial memory based on

MTT. The account challenges many of the basic tenets

of the standard consolidation model and is inconsistent

with one aspect of cognitive map theory of hippocam-

pal function. Episodic and spatial memory have been

related to one another and viewed as reflecting the

function of the same hippocampal substrate (O’Keefe

& Nadel, 1978; Cohen & Eichenbaum, 1993; Burgess

et al. 2001, 2002; Eichenbaum, 2001). The lesion and

neuroimaging studies we reviewed suggest that reten-

tion and recovery of detailed memories for autobio-

graphical episodes, and perhaps even for public events

and personalities, always depend on the hippocampus

(Sanders & Warrington, 1971; Nadel & Moscovitch,

1997; Fujii et al. 2000; Maguire, 2001a; Ryan et al. 2001;

Corkin, 2002; Maguire & Frith, 2003; Piolino et al. 2003;

Addis et al. 2004a; Gilboa et al. 2004), whereas semantic

memories may benefit from the hippocampus but

can survive without it (Manns et al. 2003; Westmacott

et al. 2004b; but see Fujii et al. 2000).

These findings run counter to the traditional view

that the role of the hippocampal complex in memory is

time-limited for all memories, being needed only until

consolidation of the memory trace or engram in neo-

cortex (or elsewhere) is complete (Milner et al. 1998;

Haist et al. 2001; Bayley et al. 2003; Squire et al. 2004).

According to the new account, based on MTT, vividness

and experiential aspects of episodic memory, rather

than its age or semantic content, are considered the

crucial factors associated with hippocampal activation.

This account also is consistent with evidence on anter-

ograde memory showing that recollection, an index of

experiential factors, is a determinant of hippocampal

involvement in memory (Aggleton & Brown, 1999;

Eldridge et al. 2000; D. Moscovitch & McAndrews, 2000;

Holdstock et al. 2002a; Fortin et al. 2004; Ranganath

et al. 2004).

We believe that a similar MTT-based account applies

to spatial memory. During acquisition, the hippocam-

pus is crucial for the formation and retention of cogni-

tive maps of the environment which are allocentric

(viewpoint-independent) representations that code for

configural spatial relations among objects, and possibly

the geometry and topography of the environment. These

allocentric representations are postulated to form the

core of hippocampal, event or experiential codes, to which

information about other spatial and nonspatial aspects

of an episode (such as texture of stimuli) are bound

(O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978; Moscovitch, 1995; Eichenbaum

& Cohen, 2001; Burgess et al. 2002). As such, the

hippocampus supports a rich representation of the

Fig. 9 Graphic illustration of a 
hippocampal–neocortical framework 
of long-term context-free and context-
dependent memory. The open arrows 
represent connections between the 
hippocampus and specialized 
neocortical regions that allow for the 
reconstruction in memory of newly 
formed traces and of event-specific 
details. The closed arrows represent an 
example of a subnetwork of structures 
supporting one class of schematic 
information (spatial) that has been 
abstracted over time and that can exist 
independently of the hippocampus.
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environment which is the spatial analogue of vivid, epi-

sodic memory, and may be an important aspect of it.

Studies of anterograde memory generally support this

view, and suggest that subregions of the MTL, as well

as other regions of neocortex, are likely to contribute

differentially to different aspects of spatial memory

(Murray & Mishkin, 1998; Burgess et al. 2002; Rosen-

baum et al. 2004a, submitted), just as they do for epi-

sodic memory. With repeated experience in navigating

the environment, however, neocortical structures

abstract the statistical regularities from the episodic,

spatial representations, just as they do for other types

of memory, and are capable of storing schematic, allo-

centric representations that can be used for navigation.

The results we reviewed support this interpretation

by showing that people with hippocampal lesions per-

form well on a variety of navigation tests in a familiar

environment, including tests of allocentric spatial

memory, and by showing that the hippocampus is not

activated in normal people on any of those tests of a

familiar environment. Consistent with this observation,

we have recently shown that rats reared for three

months in a complex environment continue to navig-

ate normally in it even after sustaining large hippo-

campal lesions (Wincour et al. 2005).

We also reviewed some suggestive, though not con-

clusive, evidence that a rich re-experiencing of the

environment will continue to depend on the hippoc-

ampus no matter how old the spatial memory is, just as

does re-experiencing autobiographical episodes.

Although new evidence suggests modifications to

MTT will be required, this theory continues to provide

the best, and most unified, account of the evidence on

remote episodic, semantic, and spatial memory. It also

points the way to developing a parsimonious and unified

account of the function of the MTL, and related struc-

tures, in representing recent and remote memories.
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